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LAC Meeting Minutes 

November 22, 2013 

 

Present:  Mick Sherer, David Mitchell, Cheli Fossum, Karolyn van Putten, Ann McMurdo, 
Evelyn Lord, Edward Chavez, Kathy Williamson (with Lenora). 

 

1. Minutes  from 11/8/13 approved 

2. Steering Committee meeting for Accreditation report on 11/13/13: 

During this meeting, Cheli was presenting the draft of section IIA, instruction. This section asks 
a lot of questions about assessment. When she mentioned that only 15% of our courses had 
assessed something last year, it set people off and somehow it became a TaskStream dumping 
session. Louis, Peter, Josie, and Rebecca were all complaining energetically about TaskStream, 
and blaming TaskStream for our low % of courses assessed. It was a very negative experience. 
Cheli brought up in the meeting the need for a database to keep track of all of our assessment 
information. (TaskStream is a database, and it does what we need it to do.) 

There were later conversations with Rebecca and Mark (co-chairs of the steering committee) 
that were productive. There will be a meeting with Rebecca (chair of Bio) to discuss how they 
want to keep track of their data instead of using TaskStream. 

Many at Laney are technology–averse and have issues with CurricUNET, Passport, etc. 

Maybe one strategy – write what you’d like to do/see instead of software/TaskStream -  Just to 
vent.  

We need to integrate assessment info every prioritization process:   faculty, supplies, etc. 

TO DO: make a Word document that asks all of the questions in TaskStream. Make it match. 
Then this can be used as a guide to what information you need to enter into TaskStream. Anna 
Beavers wrote one, and Kathy and David wrote one. Look at them and revise. 

Clerical support – do we want to ask for this? The committee decided that this would be OK ask 
as long as they have the correct and complete information to add to TaskStream. It shouldn’t 
require any interpretation. 

 

3. District Education Committee meeting on 11/15/13 

SLO coordinators from all four colleges made a presentation. We discussed the ACCJC 
requirements around assessment, emphasized that program reviews and unit plans should 
include more information on assessment, and that decisions and planning should be based on 
assessment results. We stated the types of support we need from administration:  
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resources/money, advocacy (public, vocal support for assessment, encouraging people to 
attend events, etc.), the need to use professional development time to discuss assessment and 
action plans/improvements, and coming up with consequences for not participating in 
assessment. (Administrators should at least refrain from saying bad things about assessment or 
TaskStream.) 

BCC has been doing good, high quality, interesting work, but they have been using a grant to 
support it. 

 

4. Presentation at Deans/VPs meeting 

Mike Orkin invited the SLO coordinators to come back to attend the Deans/VPs meeting on 
11/18/13 to present the part about administrative support. We did. Cheli, David, Diana Bajrami 
(CoA), and Jenny Lowood (BCC) presented. 

 

5. Stipends for PT instructors 

There will be stipends, and they will not be part of the PT instructor’s load. 

 

6. ILO #4 Assessment Progress 

ILO lunch conflicts with department chair’s meeting? Uh-oh. We need to try to get that fixed. 

It will be on Thursday, Dec. 5 in the Bistro conference room, catered, Mediterranean food. Cheli 
and David will make a handout that lists the steps to follow to assess this ILO. 

David created a rubric to assess this ILO. It was shown to the committee for comments. 

Will there be incentives for PT participation? Not a special incentive, but they will be paid just 
the same as for any assessment. 

 

7. Student SLO/ILO awareness campaign 

Work on slogans. 

Careers: say how many careers there are, state that average person changes careers 7 times, 
have an interesting hook. 

Diseases, stress, career, health, well-being, what new forms of communication will develop 

# of times we communicate per day, # different ways we communicate 

Needed skills for jobs: communication, collaboration, creativity, critical thinking 
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Edward brought up: how will these things help you do better in classes, or do better in life. 
How will this help you pass this class? 

Connect  -  transfer  new knowledge onto old knowledge 

Average salary with these skills (list them) is higher 

These high paying   X  jobs need these skills  (list) 

Salary vs. level of math class 

Differences between HS graduate and AA 

Ann will look up things relating to professional development. 

Put logos or fine print – endorsed by ASLC. Partnership between ASLC and the LAC.  

 

ILO #4 slogan 

# languages spoken in the world, # languages spoken in Oakland, #languages spoken at Laney 

Fact book – we need one! 

District Ed services website might have some of this information. 

Tomoko R. thinks we should have a table for assessment during welcome back week – Jan 21-
24th. It will be 12-1 pm in the quad every day T W Th. We should hand something out. Have a 
raffle ready – or advertise raffle for scavenger hunt. 

Do we want to do a pre/post survey to show improvement in student awareness of learning 
outcomes? 

Have students ask instructors about SLOs/ILOs/assessment. 

Notice if SLOs are on syllabi 

“Know your rights” card – ask about SLOs, hold your teachers accountable. 

Ann sees lots of bad syllabi that students show her. Complete syllabi including SLOs are part of 
administrative responsibilities. Maybe the “syllabus guidelines” should go out to everyone soon 
(again) – we haven’t seen it in a while. 

 

8. Workshops/Professional Development 

Book discussion group 11/13/13 

There were lots of new people at the 2nd meeting. It was good. Interesting and lively discussion. 

TaskStream work sessions  12/12   and 12/17  (Karolyn and Evelyn can also help that day). 
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Flex day workshop – what should we do? 

David Marshall – invite him to District Flex day? If not now, next August. 

Assessment should be on every district flex day from now until the end of time! 

The more that instructors see the meaning, the more interesting assessment will be for them. 

Tie in with SSSP  “engaged” – support student success program 

 

Rubric WS 

Assessment allows me to see if I’m teaching effectively and helps me teach it better. 

Show case studies of successful assessment. 

Maybe there should be different information on the rubric for the instructor vs. the student. 

Christine Will did a presentation in the past on student engagement that was good. 

 


